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Origin Unknown .???
When asked your origin you should always tick “human being”

The Misfits    aka the L.I.M are a UK based (wolverhampton) band  that 
were foundaed in 2022.   live in the cracks between urban, dance and 
acoustic.   Weaving sublime lyric with infectious beats … the LIM has 
little time for genre but is built on passion and energy.  

Having fronted rock and indie bands, and edgy dance underground outfit Having fronted rock and indie bands, and edgy dance underground outfit 
and dance fusion act cassava,  Founder and Chief MISFIT  Ni steps back 
into the fray with The L.I.M.  Rested, yet fidgety from studio hiberna-
tion , he seeks to bring the unique LIM sound to real 
audiences.

Now, Ni has now recruited musicians, artists, graphic designers, 
film-makers and the DJs. The full live experience now features im-
mersive visuals and debuted earlier this year at the British Art SHow 
9. 

The League seeks those who follow what they love  not what they are 
told to.  This is the last call for flight LIM00, leave your baggage at 
the door and just bring your positivity because its non-stop all the 
way to who knows where. 

The LIM are now are set to release their debut single, Show Us 
(November 11 2022) which features some infectious EDM mayhem and 
infectious foot stomping.  Followed by Dancefloor in December 2022

Live Division:  Ni Singh (V
ox/guitars); Alex Brad

bury (Keys) Jonny Mill
ington(drums), Ravi Sin

gh 

(samples and mix).  With
 the occasional guests 

Junior (MC) and Raju th
e L.I.M can create an 

amazing festival vibe o
r can strip tings right b

ack with an intriguing el
ectro acoustic set for 

a 

more intimateexperienc
e.  

Also available are DJs
 providing chill out vibe

 or bounce up and down 
party-ness VIBE  

  www.wearethelim.com  

          
       Rav

i/Ni :   i
nfo@wearet

helim.com 
          

     

www.youtube.com/@wearethelim3564

 @wearethelim  
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